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Subject: French 

  

Scheme of Work: Y9 

Term: Spring 

Topic / Unit(s) Unit 1 GCSE Studio 

Overview / Context Talking about yourself. Basics revisited. 

Assessment/Mastery 

Success criteria 

E1 • Demonstrate understanding of a range of short passages which include opinions with basic reasons, details and 
reference to either the present and the past, or the present and the future, spoken clearly (including some grammar up to and 
including the 5th Step). 

• Take part in short conversations on a range of topics, describing, informing, expressing opinions and giving reasons.  

• Demonstrate understanding of a range of short and longer texts which include opinions and refer to the past or future as 
well as the present.  

 

E2 • Transcribe short sentences. 

• Demonstrate spontaneity by asking some unsolicited questions. 

• Use processes to work out meaning in short authentic texts (e.g. adapted adverts, poems and songs). 

E3 • Refer to the past or future, as well as the present, using a range of familiar vocabulary and common grammatical 
structures (including some grammar up to and including the 5th Step).   

• Demonstrate understanding of a range of short and longer texts which include opinions and refer to the present, the past 
and the future.  

• Read short authentic texts (e.g. adapted adverts, information leaflets, poems and songs). 

 

E4 • Demonstrate understanding of short and longer passages which include opinions with reasons, a range of basic 
grammatical structures and reference to the present, the past and the future, spoken clearly (including some grammar up to and 
including the 6th Step).  

• Use increasingly accurate pronunciation and intonation. 

I1 • Transcribe sentences. 

• Demonstrate spontaneity by asking unsolicited questions, and expand answers. 
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• Translate into English short passages containing a variety of tenses, vocabulary and grammatical structures (including 
some grammar up to and including the 6th Step). 

I2 • Use increasingly accurate pronunciation and intonation. 

• Demonstrate understanding of overall message and key points of a range of texts, including extracts from literary texts, 
which include a range of at least three different tenses, opinions and some less familiar vocabulary and more complex 
grammatical structures (including some grammar up to and including the 7th Step). 

 

I3 • Begin to initiate and develop conversations and narrate events.   

• Use a wide range of common vocabulary and grammatical structures (including some grammar up to and including the 7th 
Step), referring to the past, present and future.  

• Use processes to work out meaning in a variety of short and longer authentic texts (e.g. emails and short magazine 
extracts, and adapted or abridged short stories).  

  

I4 • Deduce meaning and demonstrate understanding of overall message and key points in a range of passages which 
include a range of at least three different tenses, justified opinions and some less familiar, as well as familiar, vocabulary and 
grammatical structures (including some grammar up to and including the 7th Step), spoken clearly.  

• Demonstrate spontaneity by asking unsolicited questions, responding to unexpected questions and expanding answers 
where appropriate. 

• Use increasingly accurate pronunciation and intonation. 

• Translate with increasing accuracy, into English, short passages containing occasional more complex grammatical 
structures and less common vocabulary. 

 

 

Curriculum Opportunities   

 

SMSC Spiritual                                         Moral                                         Social                                                        Cultural 

 

Assessment 
Opportunities  

PAIR Marking to be completed: 

Lesson 3 PAIR task: writing a paragraph to introduce yourself including character description and physical 
description. 

 

Assessment Cycle: 

 

1       2      3 
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Key Vocabulary e.g. Ma belle-sœur est timide, sensible et aimable. 

J’ai 

les cheveux courts / longs / mi-longs. 

raides / bouclés / frisés. 

noirs / bruns / châtains / blonds / roux / gris / blancs. 

les yeux bleus / verts / gris / marron. 

des boutons / une barbe / une moustache. 

Je suis 

petit(e) / grand(e) / de taille moyenne / mince / gros(se). 

beau (belle) / joli(e) / laid(e) / moche. 

timide / bavard(e) / intelligent(e). 

Je porte des lunettes. 

 

 

Wider Reading   
Students can visit www.linguascope.com to practise new vocabulary and extend their vocabulary through presentations and games. Each 
student has a set of Edexcel 9-1 revision cards with free access to the revision book online with all listening material. Students will be given 
access to ActiveLearn to complete interactive tasks for homework and for independent revision. This can be monitored by the teacher. 
Staff should familiarise themselves with the GCSE specification  and the mastery steps These are skill-based not topic-based. They should 
read up on differentiation methods to add ideas to own lesson plans. 
 
 

Teacher Notes  

 

 

 

 

The Three Peaks 

Objectives 

Teaching and Learning Activities Assessment Notes 

Lesson 1 

 

Bell task   

 
Resources: 

http://www.linguascope.com/
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1. Gathering. 

Recall main family 
members and name a 
range of adjectives. 

 

2. Processing 

Explain the French word 
order when describing a 
family. 

 

3. Applying 

Apply accurate word 
order when describing a 
family. 

 

write down as many family members as you can 
remember. 

 

 

Learning toolbox  

Thinking caps: white + green + red+ black + yellow 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + persist + think 
before acting 

Bubble map  circle map 

 

Group Talk 

 
Listening and responding  : song! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-
jc 
 
Listening and reading: understanding words for 
family members 
Why we can’t translate word for word… 
 
Speaking and writing :Describing who is who in 
any given family 
 
Reading and responding :Reviewing family 
words 
 
Reviewing adjectives of personality  
 
 

Plenary  

Self-assessment of bell 
task and plenary. 
 
Self-assessment of 
extended reading text. 
 
Teacher assessment of 
accurate pronunciation. 
 
Teacher assessment of 
accurate sports 
paragraphs. 
 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-
jc 

 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

Ma belle-sœur est timide, sensible et 
aimable. 

J’ai 

les cheveux courts / longs / mi-longs. 

raides / bouclés / frisés. 

noirs / bruns / châtains / blonds / roux / 
gris / blancs. 

les yeux bleus / verts / gris / marron. 

des boutons / une barbe / une moustache. 

Je suis 

petit(e) / grand(e) / de taille moyenne / 
mince / gros(se). 

beau (belle) / joli(e) / laid(e) / moche. 

timide / bavard(e) / intelligent(e). 

Je porte des lunettes. 

Marking Opportunity:  

 

Recall/Homework:  

  

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions:  Using opinion phrases 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-jc
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Lesson 2 

 
1. Gathering. 

 

2. Processing 

Explain masculine, 
feminine and plural 
changes in adjectives and 
how to use mon/ma/mes 
correctly. 

 

3. Applying 

Apply accurate 
adjectival endings when 
describing a family. 

 

Bell task  

 

Adjectives- what do you already know? 
 

Learning toolbox  

Thinking caps: white + green  

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy  

 

 
Listening and responding  : song! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-
jc 
understanding descriptions of family members 
Listening to and understanding descriptions of 
imaginary criminal suspects 
 
Speaking : Describing members of your family 
Describing yourself as an imaginary criminal 
suspect 
 
Reading and responding :Reviewing family 
words 
Reviewing adjectives of personality and 
physical description 
 
Writing; Reviewing adjectival agreement and 
present tense verbs 
 
 

Plenary 

Using logic and prior knowledge, work out the correct 
adjective  

 

Self-assessment of bell 
task and plenary. 
Self-assessment of 
extended reading text. 
 
Teacher assessment of 
accurate pronunciation. 
 
Teacher assessment of 
accurate paragraphs. 
 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

Resources: 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-
jc 

 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

Ma belle-sœur est timide, sensible et 
aimable. 

J’ai 

les cheveux courts / longs / mi-longs. 

raides / bouclés / frisés. 

noirs / bruns / châtains / blonds / roux / 
gris / blancs. 

les yeux bleus / verts / gris / marron. 

des boutons / une barbe / une moustache. 

Je suis 

petit(e) / grand(e) / de taille moyenne / 
mince / gros(se). 

beau (belle) / joli(e) / laid(e) / moche. 

timide / bavard(e) / intelligent(e). 

Je porte des lunettes. 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

Recall/Homework:  
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Learning the correct preposition to use with 

reflexive verbs 

SMSC:  

 

The Three Peaks 

Objectives 

Teaching and Learning Activities Assessment Notes 

Lesson 3 

 
1. Gathering. 

 

2. Processing 

 

3. Applying 
Apply adjectival 
rules and 
agreements when 
writing a 
description in 
French 
 

Bell task  

on mini whiteboards:Traduction en français 

 

 

Learning toolbox  

Thinking caps: white + green + red+ black + yellow 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + persist + think 
before acting 

 

PAIR task: writing a paragraph to introduce 
yourself including character description and 
physical description. 
 

Plenary  

Peer assess your friend’s work. 

What could they do better? 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 
 

 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Resources: 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

Using irregular verbs in the present tense 

 

Abstract nouns 
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Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recall/Homework:  

  

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions:  

 

Lesson 4 
 
1. Gathering. 

Recall how to describe 
your appearance 

 

2. Processing 

Explain when and how to 
use adjectival endings. 

Explain how to form the 
present tense. 

 

3. Applying 

  Apply knowledge of key 
verbs to descriptions. 

 

Bell task  

 

find the odd one out 

Learning toolbox 

Thinking caps: white + green + red+ black + yellow 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + persist + think 
before acting 

Bubble map   

Regular verb formation. 
Avoir and etre. 
 

Plenary  

What are the 2 most useful irregular verbs in French? 
Can you conjugate them?! 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Resources 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

http://www.audio-
lingua.eu/spip.php?article3157 

 

Key Vocabulary/literacy opportunities 

Avoir and etre. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1RvCib-
0Zg 

 

 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

http://www.audio-lingua.eu/spip.php?article3157
http://www.audio-lingua.eu/spip.php?article3157
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1RvCib-0Zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1RvCib-0Zg
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Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

Recall/Homework:  

Active Learn grammar 

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions: 

The Three Peaks 

Objectives 

Teaching and Learning Activities Assessment Notes 

Lesson 5 

 
1. Gathering. 

Recall how to describe 
your appearance 

 

2. Processing 

Explain when and how to 
use adjectival endings. 

Explain how to form the 
present tense. 

 

3. Applying 
Apply 
knowledge of 

Bell task  

 

 

Learning toolbox  

 

Thinking caps: white + green + red+ black + yellow 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + persist + think 
before acting 

Bubble map  circle map 

Bronze: Roughly translate the descriptions 
using bullet points. 
Silver: Work out if the description of the photo 
above is accurate noting any errors. 
Gold: Write the descriptions correctly in French 
using knowledge of adjectives as well. 
Using the words on sheet student fill in the 
gaps. Gold students have no words. Silver 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 
 

 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Resources: 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

Physical descriptions. 

Avoir and etre 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

Recall/Homework:  

  Active Learn vocab to learn 
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key verbs to 
descriptions. 
 

students have less than on text, bronze 
students have all words 
 

Plenary  

sens ou pas? Correct any silly sentences! 

Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions:  

 

Lesson 6 
 
1. Gathering. 

Recall adjectival 
agreement in French 

2. Processing 

 

3. Applying 
 

Imagine you 
are suspected  
of committing 
a crime and 
invent your 
personality. 
 

  

Bell task  

can you match the parts of the face to the labels 

 

Learning toolbox 

Thinking caps: white + green + red+ black + yellow 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + persist + think 
before acting 

circle map – je suis / j’ai 

Describe a criminal. 

 
 

Plenary  

I wear glasses and I am handsome / beautiful!” in 
French.  
Add 2 more sentences 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

 

Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Resources 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/literacy opportunities 

Avoir and etre 

Positive and negative adjectives 

 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

Recall/Homework:  

 

SMSC:  
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Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

Misconceptions: 

The Three Peaks 

Objectives 

Teaching and Learning Activities Assessment Notes 

Lesson 7 

 
1. Gathering. 

Name several abstract 
nouns.  

 

2. Processing 

Compare and contrast 
between what makes a 
good friend and what 
makes a bad friend 

3. Applying 
Judge what makes 
a good or bad 
friend. 
 

Bell task  

Cherche l’intrus 

 

Learning toolbox  

 

Thinking caps: white + green + red 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy  

Bubble map  circle map 

Avoir and etre test 
Positive and negative adjectives 
Speaking : describing a friend 
 

Plenary  

Adjectives BSG quiz 

 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 
 

 

Use of traffic light cards to 
check understanding 

 

Targeted questioning or 
random using popcorn, name 
generator, lollipopsticks etc. 

Resources: 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

www.languagesonline.org for irreg verbs 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

Avoir and etre 

Positive and negative adjectives 

 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

http://www.languagesonline.org/
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Self/Peer assessment 

 

MWB responses 

 

Question wall 

 

Quiz 

 

Journal evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

Recall/Homework:  

 Learn irregular verbs 

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions:  

 

Lesson 8 
 

1. Gathering. 

Select the relevant 
information from an 
extended text. 

 

2. Processing 

 

3. Applying 

  Judge what makes a 
good friend. 

 

Bell task  

Dating site questions 

 

Learning toolbox 

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy 

Complete a brace map in French to plan your 
PAIR writing task. 
 

Plenary  

Explain what an abstract noun is. 

Give me 3 examples within sentences 

 

PAIR marking 

Resources 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/literacy opportunities 

Appearance and personality vocab. 

Marking Opportunity:  

PAIR marking 

Recall/Homework:  

Active Learn - reading 

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions: 

The Three Peaks 

Objectives 

Teaching and Learning Activities Assessment Notes 
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Lesson 9 

 
1. Gathering. 

 

2. Processing 

 

3. Applying 
 

Evaluate your 
PAIR task and 
make 
improvements. 
 

Bell task  

Match the phrases to the pictures: 

 

Learning toolbox  

Thinking caps: white  

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy  

 

Complete the improvement task in GREEN pen. 

 
 

Plenary  

mini tableaux 
Write a sentence about  a superhero’s enemy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources: 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/Literacy opportunities 

 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

Recall/Homework:  

  

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions:  
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Lesson 10 
 
1. Gathering. 

describe what the relative 
pronoun ‘qui’ is used for.  

 

2. Processing 

 

Classify positive and 
negative descriptions of 
people. 

 

3. Applying 
Judge the 
personality of 
someone 
simply by 
looking at 
them. 
 

  

Bell task  

Without looking up the words, draw a face and label 
it in French. 

 

Learning toolbox 

 

Thinking caps: white + green + red+  

Habits of mind: Strive for accuracy + think before 
acting 

 

Plenary  

Can you tell me how to say ‘he seems’ in French.  
How do you say… 
 
“she has eyes that inspire confidence” in French 

 

 

Self-assessment of 
reading task. 
Peer-assessment of 
pronunciation 
Teacher assessment of 
bell task spellings plus 
plenary sentences. 
 

Resources 

PowerPoint and Activeteach + Edexcel revision 
cards 

 

Key Vocabulary/literacy opportunities 

Words for the face 

Marking Opportunity:  

Teacher marks / corrects spelling and grammar 
in red pen during the lesson and halts the 
class to go over any common issues. 

 

Recall/Homework:  

Active Learn listening 

SMSC:  

 

Misconceptions: 


